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ABSTRACT
The Research on the Choice of Logistic Mode By AHP for M Company
The key for the manufacturing enterprises to improve their operational efficiency, reduce logistics
operating costs and improve their market competitiveness is rational, efficient, scientific logistics
management mode. Now there are many kinds of logistics management models, each model has
its own advantages and disadvantages and each adapt to different conditions, only the enterprises
choice their suitable logistics management model can help they form a highly efficient logistics
system. Currently entrepreneurs have not yet developed a mature way on how to select the right
logistics management mode, they still rely on personal experience and ability to make a choice,
and such a decision-making system have serious shortcomings, often brought huge risks to the
business. Based on this, the paper does research forcing on the relevant problems about the
selection of Manufacturing enterprises logistics management mode from the theoretical level and
empirical level.
The paper introduces enterprise logistics management theory, which focuses on enterprise logistics
management mode content; the paper analyze the actuality of China’s manufacturing enterprise
logistics management and its developing trend, which pave the way for the research of the
selection of Manufacturing enterprises logistics management mode. After summing up the mode of
logistics operation then mainly research the related problems of manufacturing enterprise logistics
management mode selection, the problems including the determination of the mode of logistics
operation, logistics enterprise organizations designing and the construction of enterprise operation
performance appraisal system; Finally, the patter improve the ideas and methods feasibility and
practicality through actual example. In the process of research, the paper always links integer with
part, linking theory with practice, as the specific methods used in the research, the paper mainly
relies on qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis.

Key words: Manufacturing Enterprises; Logistics Management Mode; Mode of Operation;
Organizational Structure; Performance Assessment
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Why bring up this topic
The trend of the economic globalization, the manufacturing globalization is more and more
obvious. The economic globalization by all means causes the market open, in China first what to
open is manufacturing; the manufacturing globalization causes by all means manufacturing
industry to cost of the lowest place transfer, as a result, the manufacturing center in the world is
transferring to China gradually. But China’s circulation field to still has the certain control
restriction, overseas-funded enterprises within the manufacturing realm, such as Procter & Gamble,
Motorola etc. can usher in the production technique that together treads with abroad to China,
building up the very advanced production line. But the production come out of the advanced
product should be principled to China’s circulation enterprises partners to operate or to others to
operate, which is a crucial problem. How Be circulation field to create a kind of circulation system
which match with the forerunner's production system, how lower the production cost and improve
supply chain performances through the rationalization of the logistics to expand the profits space
and thus promote own core competencies, this brings the rigorous challenges for the domestic
manufacturing enterprises. Many manufacturing business enterprises start be aware of the
importance of modern logistics in manufacturing enterprises’ operation and management, the
theories field and industrial field all launched the study to this problem, therefore, the research of
this problem since have the certain theories, even have certainly the realistic meaning.

1.2 Background of this dissertation
If say the manufacturing enterprise in the 1990s’ concern business process reorganization, so it is
inclined to supply chain reorganizations in 21 century. There are three reasons: firstly, the
competency among traditional enterprises has become the competency between enterprise and
supply chain consisting of its supply chain members, enterprise has to relocate its supply chain’s
function and position. Secondly, comparative advantage in the human resource scale and the land
scale make the manufacturing industry of the whole world transfer toward China, the cost
advantage of the Chinese manufacturing industry by all means drive significant offset, the Chinese
enterprises that are placed in the manufacturing bottom of value chain have to look for the
opportunity and fix position in the supply chain. Thirdly, modern logistics, Internet technique and
electronic commerce bring the brand-new work method and innovation thought for the enterprise,
the enterprise has to adapt to the competition environmental change which be brought by this
technology reform.
In order to enhance competitiveness, enterprises’ supply chain have to process advantages in cost,
efficiency, responsiveness, soft, agility and adaptability(in terms of product, number, location,
time and quality .etc), easy to cooperation and with the largest security. However, as far as China’s
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location in Asian concerned, due to development stage differences in language, culture, currency,
rules, tax, economic, commercial practices, organization, and economic, that would be difficulty
in acquiring all of these advantages in the supply chain. More complicated is that the differences
not only exist between countries, either between cities which in the same country. For the reason
that China is in the transition phase from emerging market to the developing market,
Manufacturing enterprises in China not only take into account that Asian markets’ common
influence factors, but also make reference to these two markets development stages’ unique supply
chain management features. China’s supply chain is high cost, poor efficiency, lower reliability, and
limited to the customer interface, which lead to the higher cost for China’s manufacturing
enterprises compared to other countries, some key statistic in the report of EIUZO 01 also support
the statement. As table 1-1 shows. For example: China’s manufacturing enterprises’ capital
operation turnover is 1.2 times, while American is 7 times, some multinational corporation in
American even as high as 30 times; on average, China’s manufacturers spend 90% time on
logistics, while only 10% time spend on manufacturing; compared to American, many China
commodities need spend more 40% to 50% transportation costs; China’s transportation and
warehouse costs are equal to 30% to 40% of total sales cost, even chemical products is high to 80%.
Table 1-1 China’s supply chain challenges
Cost
1.

2.

3.

4.

Cost
higher
Western
countries 30%
to 50%
High fix cost,
asset
and
repeat
infrastructure
large accounts
receivable,
poor
credit
control
local
protectionism
cost

Efficiency

Reliability

1. low efficiency of
supply
chain
operation
2. without
cooperation
3. lack
industry
standard
4. restricted
by
policy
5. highly depend on
manual

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Customer management

poor
service
performance
unpredictable
goods delivery
lack
transparency of
transportation
and
limited
cargo tracking
system
rely
on
subcontractors
without quality
and sense of
service
poor sales and
operation plan
unreliable and
poor
maintenance

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

lack
of
market
information
limited
feedback
system of retailers
and distributors
limited direct contact
with final users and
consumers
limited control of
sales,
marketing
commercialization
imprecise
information needs
complex
segmentation
of
customers

(Data source: Gattorna, J)
Under the circumstance of supply chain management, as managers’ attention has changed into the
importance on both inner and outer from past that emphasized on inner control and caring objects
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has developed into enterprise cluster from single enterprise, enterprise performance evaluation has
also changed. It’s very difficult to urge the development of supply chain by emphasis of traditional
still, single and passive reflection on independent department performance and thoughts of
financial indicator. Therefore, it is necessary to change the evaluating thoughts, indicator and
methods in the process of dynamic operation. Policies of proper adjustment and reconstruction on
supply chain make supply chain performance reach the operation purpose of optimization.
Furthermore, due to the fuzzy information included in the process of supply chain operation, most
of which is still described constantly as well as evaluating indicator, it’s hard to do the
quantification and evaluation using normal methods. Thus it’s the most important to look for a
comprehensive evaluation which is more scientific, objective and quantizing to settle such kind of
evaluating issues, such as incomplete independent among supply chain performance evaluation
indicators, plenty of fuzzy information existing in indicator system.
However, there is strong relationship and important logic source between logistic and supply chain,
logistic management and supply chain management. After the first and second profit source has
been fully tapped by manufactory enterprises, as the ‘third profit source’, the affection of logistic
has increasingly become obvious for manufactory enterprise on the market. In the wake of
reallocation on manufacturer, supplier, customer, trade and logistic company by world economy,
the emerging of logistic company with insertion production and marketing （3PL） link can be
considered as the inexorable trend of supply chain development in manufacturing enterprises.

1.2.1 Current logistics operation analysis of China
China’’s manufacturing enterprises
According to the sixth of China logistic market investigation which was organized by CAWS on 10,
2005, logistics operation of China’s manufacturing enterprises have been improved but non-ideal,
which embody several aspects as follows:
1) Long stock period, slow turnover.
Table 1-2 table of manufacturing stock period
Stock period

Manufacturing raw
materials

Stock period

Manufacturing
finished products

Within 7 days

14%

Within 10 days

35%

8-15 days

39%

10-30 days

50%

16-30 days

28%

30-90 days

15%

30-90 days

11%

90-180 days

0%

Beyond 90 days

8%
(Data Source: CAWS 2008)

Stock period of majority manufacturing materials is between 1 week and 3 months, which accounts
for about 78%; while finished products’ stock period is between 1 week and 1 month, which
occupies 85%. Above statistic indicates that the whole stock period of China’s manufacturing
enterprises comparatively long and turnover of stock products quite slow.
10

2) Performance index remains to be improved
Table 1-3 analysis table of logistic performance index
Programmer

Manufacturing enterprises

Rate of damaged cargo

1.8%

Rate of timely delivery

93%

Accuracy of document process

98%
(Data Source: CAWS 2008)

Average rate of damaged cargo during logistic operation of manufacturing enterprises slightly
lower than 2%, which shows that cost brought by rate of damaged cargo is still the main constitute
part of logistic cost. Timeliness and consistency of delivery are the main factors of customer
creative service value. Investigation results show that rate of timely delivery of manufacturing
enterprises is 93% at present, which remains to be further improved; accuracy of document process
higher than 96%, the percentage of enterprises whose accuracy of document process higher than
98% are basically reach or slightly surpass 55%.

1.2.2 Analysis of logistic executing status of manufacturing enterprises
Table 1-4 status table of manufacturing enterprise’s logistic executing
Executive subject

Raw material logistic
cost/ purchase cost

Rate

Finished
products
logistic cost/ sales
volume

The third party

19%

The third party

31%

25%

Partly self-financed

53%

56%

Whole self-financed

16%

Enterprises
financed
suppliers

self-

(Data Source: CAWS 2008)
The main executive body of saw material logistic in manufacture enterprises is supplier who
accounts for 56%, while self-dealing accounts for 25%, the Third Party is 19%, which says the
main executive bodies of saw material logistic are supplier and company itself totally accounting
for 81%. In the logistic of inventories marketing, those of 16% executive bodies is company, 31%
is the Third Party, and 53% is part self-dealing combining with outsource. The survey shows that
enterprises are inclined to outsource logistic to the Third Party. The division of logistic is clearer.
Under the condition of recent logistic operation in manufacture enterprise, it is necessary to do the
evaluation on some logistic patterns, such as self-running logistic, third party logistic and logistic
union, to choose a logistic operation pattern which is really fit for enterprise’s own condition and
development. On the basis of choosing third party logistic outsource, it’s also the studying
emphasis of this dissertation that how to evaluate supply chain itself performance and finding out
the aspects in the circle of supply chain management that should be improved.
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1.3 Literature review
Since the later 1990s, in order to cope with world-wide industry structure adjustment and highly
complicated competition which are brought by economic globalization, manufacturing enterprises
are beginning to try new operation mode. Such as group competition instead of individual
competition, emphasizing on customer more than competition rival, actually, the operation mode of
manufacturing enterprises essentially have began to make transformation to operation network
which deliveries value toward customers. Along with the development of modern logistics, the
implementation of value network is difficult to separate from overall integration of logistics,
business flow, information flow and capital flow, as a result, supply chain and supply chain
management to be vividly portrayed. In view of supply chain management of manufacturing
enterprises, China still at initial period while abroad academic has put forward many theories.

1.3.1 The study on the selection of logistic mode of China
China’’s manufacturing
enterprise.
Zhang Bochuan (2007) analyses problems existed in China’s manufacturing enterprises, points out
that logistics operation modes which are suitable for manufacturing enterprises are outsourcing,
self-support and win-win. Besides, he mainly analyses related problems of transformation in
manufacturing enterprises logistic operation mode, concludes that outsourcing is development
trend of manufacturing enterprises logistic. In the reference of “ enterprises’ logistics mode
choices”, Huang Shiying (2007) discusses that the elements which should be considered before
making logistic mode decision for an enterprise, based which establish enterprise’s logistic mode
decision process. Furthermore, she puts forward logistic mode decision method on the basis of AHP.
He Yong (2006) presents three future development logistic modes for enterprises are outsourcing,
SCM self-aid and TPL self-aid, and then makes comparison between those three logistic modes,
and then describes main elements during making logistic mode decision, performance appraisal and
control methods. Peng Yuanyuan (2008) makes analysis of advantages and disadvantages for selfsupport logistic and collaborative-logistic, introduces a comprehensive decision mode of choosing
logistic mode, which is able to compare various modes’ advantages and disadvantages by
quantitative calculation. Yu Zude (2005) mainly discusses the relationship between enterprise
logistic strategy and logistic management mode, and develops further study on enterprise how to
carry out logistic management mode, and he presents a logistic management mode choice method
based on qualitative analysis. While Liu Zhiying (2005) makes research on how to use fuzzy
evaluation to choose enterprise’s logistic mode, and qualify quantitative problem through
establishing one-level fuzzy comprehensive assessment, thus assist enterprise choose optimal
logistic mode.
Above literatures make a relatively overall summarize for logistic development situation of
China’s manufacturing enterprises, and do many meaningful work in terms of method of logistic
operation mode choice. However, there do still exist some deficiencies as follow: firstly, lack of
study in the adaptation range of logistic operation mode and rough classification in various modes.
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Secondly, in terms of analysis about influence factors for logistic operation mode choice, most of
study inclines to consider enterprise’s internal factor rather than external factor. In fact, enterprise’s
external factor is also an important factor which influences enterprise’s choice to logistic operation
mode, etc, development situation of TPL enterprise. Thirdly, the method of logistic operation mode
choice is remaining to breakthrough; logical reasoning of most of qualitative analysis method is
imperious, besides, practicality of mathematical model which be established by quantitative
analysis method. Thirdly, the research on manufacturing enterprise’s logistic operation mode
choice is comparatively scattered, not systematic and comprehensive, which is hard to provide
effective guidance and help to reform of logistic management mode.

1.3.2 The study of supply chain management performance appraisal of
manufacturing enterprises
A glance at the process of development of Supply Chain Management (SCM), recently the study
on SCM performance appraisal index system is still limited. Its main representative viewpoints are
as follows.

1.3.2.1 It forms the system of SCM performance appraisal from three aspects, they are, resource,
output and flexibility (Beamon 1999). The merits on the aspect of resource have total cost,
distribution cost, production cost, inventory cost and investment, rate of return; the merits on
output possess sales amount, profit amount, rate of order satisfaction, delivery on time, shorts,
customer response time, production lead time, shipping error and customers’ complain; and on
flexibility they are time, quantity, products and mix.

1.3.2.2 System of balanced scorecard performance appraisal (Brewer&speh, 2000) which has
done surveys on supply chain performance appraisal from four aspects. They respectively are
purpose of SCM, customers’ final interest, financial interest and development of SCM.

1.3.2.3 System of Supply Chain Performance Appraisal brought up on the standard of quantity
of customer service (Roger ， 1990). Roger holds it’s a must to set up a new system since the
existing evaluation merits cannot reflect the performance appraisal of 21 st supply chain. He also
suggests quality of customer service is the most important merit on the whole appraisal evaluation.

1.3.2.4 Carrying out supply chain performance appraisal from four aspects, they are customer
service, production and quality, asset management and cost (Ma shihua, 2000). On each respect,
they respectively have seven indexes: saturation factor on customer service, system of per capita
shipment on production and quality; inventory turnover on asset management and total and unit
cost on the aspect of cost. Ma Shihua suggests on top of the above common statistical indicator,
supply chain performance appraisal should also have some composite indicators, such as
evaluation system measured by supply chain production efficiency or formed by some constancy
indicators. For example, reflecting from customer satisfactory, enterprise core competency, core
ability and so on.

1.3.2.5 Carrying out performance appraisal evaluation from the standpoint of coordination
13

between supply and demand (Chen Zhixiang, 2004). According to coordination between supply
and demand, Chen Zhixiang divides supply chain system into four domains, logistic coordination,
information coordination, capital coordination and working coordination, establishing a system
which is fit for the lamination of performance appraisal evaluation on prompt supply chain
coordination between supply and demand and setting corresponding quantizing calculating
methods for each indicator.
Currently, the research on logistic performance evaluation is comparatively more, the research on
performance evaluation index system is much more further, and evaluation method is
comparatively mature. However, most of the research is aiming to TPL, while the research on
manufacturing enterprise’s logistic performance evaluation system is comparatively less, which
needs necessary further research.

1.4 The framework and content of this dissertation
The dissertation mainly studies manufacture enterprises, how to choose out the best logistic
operation pattern, and analysis and evaluation on performance of supply chain management under
the pattern of the third party logistic. As an important part in supply chain, the economic value of
third party logistic embodies gradually. On the precondition of choosing third party logistic pattern,
what performance will be brought to manufacture enterprises and supply chain management? How
to evaluate performance and find out issues that should be improved in enterprises and supply
chain? They are the content the paper mainly studies.
So, in the dissertation, the author will take M company as typical Chinese manufacturing enterprise
example to make empirical research, by which infers the general process of choosing optimal
logistic operation mode for Chinese manufacturing enterprise. In order to achieve the best result,
the author establishes mathematical model to make a logical choice for choosing logistic operation
mode. Besides, in terms of supply chain performance evaluation on the basis of TPL, the author
divides performance indicator into 3 parts: cost, core competency and customer satisfaction. Then,
the author applies economic theories transaction theory and resource theory to analysis cost and
core competency respectively.

1.5 Main research methodology
1.5.1 Method of integrating statistic data and market study: revolving around statistic data issued
by authorities, assisted by survey questionnaire analysis of related logistic companies.

1.5.2 Method of integrating qualitative analysis quantitative analysis: the paper analyses the
quantization of qualitative data on the basis of qualitative analysis.
1.5.3 Method of integrating theatrical study and experience demonstration
According to practical data and cases, doing empirical analysis on the basis of theatrically
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illuminating various evaluation means.

1.5.4 Analytical hierarchy process（AHP）, fuzzy evaluation method and some economic
theories. In the part of logistic operation mode choice, the author will use AHP to help M company
choose optimal logistic operation mode.

Chapter 2 Theory basic on manufacturing enterprise
enterprise’’s logistic
operation mode choice

2.1 Overview of Enterprise Logistics Modes
According to logistics organizations' operational modes, companies often adopt three forms: selfsupport logistics, third-party logistics (TPL) and logistics alliance.

2.1.1 Self-support logistics
Self-support logistics is the operation of logistics by the enterprise itself. For example, McDonald's
Corporation requires a strict quality control of the freshness of its products. In China, however, due
to the lack of railway or road refrigerated transport capacity; it has established its own transport
enterprise in order to ensure a stable raw material supply. Although it has lost a portion of cost
interests, it can ensure the quality of the corporation's products, thus this is of long-term strategic
significance.

2.1.2 Third-party logistics
Third-party logistics is a business mode that the comprehensive logistics service is offered by
professional logistics companies, neither the supply side nor the demand side. For example,
Shanghai GM outsources and let the Cosco Logistics distribute its raw materials, so that its
production line is almost of zero inventories. Besides, BAX Global Ltd. offers its Vendor Managed
Inventory (VMI) service to DELL and other multinational corporations. EXCL has also established
the Xing Wang Industrial Zone in Beijing to provide all-around logistics service for NOKIA and its
suppliers.

2.1.3 Logistics alliance
Logistics alliance is a logistics partnership between two or more than two economic organizations
that mutually trust each other, and share risks and interests to reach a better effect than that is
gained by logistics activities done by each of them. These companies will not totally adopt the
behaviors that can lead to the joint maximum interests or their own maximum interests, but through
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a contract, form an intermediary organization in which their advantages are mutual complementary,
and their elements are flowing in bi-direction or multiple-direction.
The modes of logistics alliance include the logistics alliance between non-logistics companies and
that between non-logistics companies and logistics companies. The latter logistics alliance mode is
currently a more popular one in China. For example, American Proctor & Gamble Enterprise (P&G)
entered Chinese market in 1994, and at first it chose to cooperate with P. Logistics which owned
good cargo transfer stations. With the joint development of P. Logistics and P&G, in 1997, P.
Logistics set up an Intranet based logistics network information system in China, realizing the online real-time tracking of logistics data and the sharing of customer information, knowing about
transport and storage information at real time.
By making use of the logistics network set up by the manufacturing companies in host countries, all
the parties in the logistics alliance can reach their win-win goal. For example, there is a enterprise
in California, U.S, which manufactures electronic products, with its annual sales revenue 1.5 billion
dollars. With 9 factories and 8 warehouse distribution centers in U.S., its logistics management
ability is very powerful and its logistics facility being very complete. There is also an European
enterprise which produces electronic goods, too. With its annual sales revenue 0.25 billion dollars,
and two factories in U.S., it wants to enter California market. In order to reduce logistics cost, those
two set up an alliance. By jointly using the American enterprise's distribution system, the American
one can not only reduce fixed storage cost, but also improve its transport equipment utilization
ratio. For the European enterprise, it can easily enter the California market with a lower cost. The
writer thinks that the alliance between non-logistics companies and logistics companies is just the
sublimation of the third-party logistics contract system, and in terms of cost and performance, there
is no clear distinction. Thus, the logistics alliance defined in this thesis specifically means that
between non-logistics companies, i.e., logistics alliance in narrow sense.
According to the above-mentioned simple analysis of manufacturing companies' cases, it is easy to
find that the logistics modes chosen by companies according to the industries they are in and the
market performance are very different. Well, how do the companies choose their own logistics
modes according to their own condition? In the following passages, we will analyze the advantages
and disadvantages of different logistics modes.

2.2 Analysis of the Advantages and Disadvantages of Companies' different choices
of logistics modes.
With the constant improvement of logistics management and technology condition, no matter what
logistics modes manufacturing companies choose according to their own logistics system, selfsupport logistics, TPL, and logistics alliance all have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Under the self-support mode, companies have a quite strong control ability, but they have to cost
more in order to build a professional logistics facility; companies can directly dominate logistics
assets and control logistics functions, but their core competitiveness will be weakened because of
the scattering of strength; companies can rationally plan the management process and improve the
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logistics working efficiency, but their internal management cost will be fairly high; companies can
comprehensively consider their strategic aims, but they have to undertake the risks brought by the
possible freight damage in the process of storage, transport and custody.
Third-party mode can help companies focus their strength on their core business, but there are risks
like reducing or even losing their control power; it can help companies reduce logistics cost, cut
down on fixed assets investment and speed up the velocity of capital turnover, but there are risks
that their core technology and informational resources will be leaked out; it can help them improve
their customer service level, but there exist customer relationship management risks; it helps
improve companies' flexible needs for human resources, at the same time, use new technologies,
but there exist risks of choosing third-party logistics service suppliers.
Logistics alliance mode can reduce cost and investment, but will strike the development of main
business and lower the specialization level; it can reduce risks and uncertainty, but will destroy old
customer relationship; it can attain technology and management techniques improve customer
service level and gain competitive advantages, but logistics alliance mode is very fragile, easy to
disintegrate.
In conclusion, different modes will have different influence on different companies' logistics
system. The analysis and comparison result of these three logistics modes are indicated in graph 21.
Table 2-1: the Comparison of Manufacturing Companies' Logistics Modes
Influence
Factor
Modes

cost

Self-support
Logistics

A litter Lagging
Lack
high
In
Time& Obvious
Low

TPL

Production
Flexibility

Assets
Turnover

Responding
in Time Rate

Quality Pass Operational
Rate
of Risks
Delivered
Cargo

A
Litter Low
Low

Big

High

A litter High

Share

High

Medium

Medium

Accurate
Logistic Alliance

Medium

Accurate

On Average

2.3 How to apply AHP to choose logistic mode for an enterprise
From raising a problem to deciding on a scheme, the solution of a decision problem should always
rely on people's experience and their subjective judgment. That is because in a decision making
process, there is a large amount of factors that can not be quantified, and the judgment should rely
on the decision maker's own experience and knowledge. Even for those factors that can be
quantified, problems like how to rationally use the quantitative technique and set a correct
mathematical model should also rely on the analyzer's experience and judgment. Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a way to analyze decisions by dividing the factors related to decision
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problems into aims, rules, schemes and other hierarchies, based on which people's subjective
judgment can be quantitatively described.
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a simple, agile and practical decision means for multiple aims
put forward by American operational research professor T. L. Satty in 1970s. It emphasizes on the
role played by people's thinking and judgment in a decision process. According to a large amount
of uncertainty, vagueness, randomness and their interrelation, AHP put forward a quantitative
decision making means, which combines qualitative and quantitative measures, sharpening
complicated decision problems, reducing the working load of and difficulty for quantitative
computation, saving manpower and material resources, being very practical.
The specific operating steps are:

2.3.1 Make clear of the problems
Make clear the scope, the specific requirement, the factors included and the interrelation between
every factor.

2.3.2 Set hierarchical structures
The typical hierarchical model of AHP is as follows:
Figuer2-1 Hierarchical Model

Aim

A
B11

Rules

Schemes

B21

B12
B22

C1

B13
B23

C2

B24

Cn+1

A

The hierarchical structure can be generally divided into three hierarchies: aim, rule and scheme,
respectively corresponding to the highest, the middle, and the lowest hierarchies. "A" is used to
represent "Aim"; C1(i=1,2,`````n m+1) represents an alternative scheme numbered "i"; nm+1
represents the number of schemes. In the rule hierarchy, Bin represents the number "n" rule of the
sub-rule hierarchy numbered "i".

2.3.3 Set the judgment matrix under a single rule and calculate the relative weight
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After the establishment of the hierarchical structure, we can compare every two of the factors in
one hierarchy according to one rule of the last hierarchy one by one. The judgment of matrix factor
akij represents the importance of B l+1 and
B l+1 toi the first hierarchy B lk. K=1,2,..nl; i=1,2,... n1+l;
i
j=1,2,... n1+p. Under the single rule Blk, the relative weight of every factor is:
ni+1

∑akij
j=1
i
n

W=
ni+1 nj+1

∑∑akij
i=1

(2-1)

j=1

Among them, akij is the result of the normalization of judgment matrix akij by columns.

2.3.4 The consistency test of judgment matrix
Does consistency test on judgment matrix, in order to control the deviation into an allowable scope?
Its steps are as follows:

2.3.4.1 Calculate the largest Eigen value
valueλmax of the judgment matrix.
ni+1

∑(AW)i
j=1

；

i
n

W=

w=(w1,w2,k wn)

nw

(2-2)

2.3.4.2 Calculate the consistency index (C.I)
C.I=(λmax-n)/(n-1)
In this formula, "n" is the exponent number of judgment matrix

(2-3)

2.3.4.3 Calculate the consistency ratio (C.R)
C.R=C.I/R.I
In this formula, R.I. is average random consistency index

(2-4)

When C.R<0.1, it can be generally regarded that the consistency of the judgement matrix is
acceptable.
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2.3.5 Synthetic weight
Suppose that the decision problem has m rules, that the aim is marked as "0", and that every
alternative scheme is at the "m+1" hierarchy; the number of factors at the hierarchy "i" is
represented by ni, and w(i) represents the weight matrix between the factors at the "i+1" hierarchy
and the "i" hierarchy. This matrix has ni rows and ni+1 lines.

Wi11

Wi12 L
Wi21

W(i)=
M

Win,1

Wi1ni+1

Wi22 L
M

Win2i+1
M

Win,2

Win,ni+1

W=( w1 w2 w3..)
Among them, W kij (k=0,1,```m+1;i=1,2,```;j=1,2,```ni+1 ) represents the relative weight values
of the number "j" factor at the number "k+1" hierarchy to the number "i" rule at the number "k"
hierarchy. From the (2--1) formula, we can find that when the number "j" factor at the number
"k+1" hierarchy has no relationship with the number "i" rule at the number "k" hierarchy, the
corresponding factor Wkij is zero. Suppose the synthetic values of every alternative scheme to the
decision aim are respectively

w1 w2 w3...and W=( w1 w2 w3..)

represents the synthetic weight vector of every alternative scheme at every scheme hierarchy, then
W is the result of the following formula:

w=w(0)w(1)w(2) W(m)

(2-5)

In the end, we can order the weight of every alternative scheme and find out the satisfiable scheme.

Chapter3 Empirical research on M company
company’’s logistic operation
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mode choice

3.1 Analysis of M Soda Factory Logistics Management Mode Transformation
Background
M Soda Factory is an integrated chemical enterprise involved in inorganic chemical industry,
thermoelectricity generation, building material processing, and equipment production and
installation. M Soda Factory mainly produces 50 types and 20 categories of products, for example:
calcined soda, Ammonia Chloride, saleratus, calcium chloride, thermoelectricity, gas, building
materials, etc., and owns the world-class technology of proprietary intellectual property right for
making low-salt quality soda ash dense, industrial choline chloride and etc.
As the urbanization development progresses rapidly and the overall industrial layout of this city
gets adjusted recently, it's inappropriate for M Soda Factory to continue development at the current
place, which is inconsistent with the overall industrial layout of urbanization development and
planning. Subject to the adjustment planning of overall urban industrial layout, enterprises
engaging in the chemical industry need to relocated at proper site far away from the urban center
and living district, forming appropriate supply and demand industrial cluster. Therefore, M Soda
Factory implemented overall relocation and new development scheme at the end of 2005, and
presently everything goes as planned.

3.1.1 Current Status of M Soda Factory Logistics Management Mode
3.1.1.1 Logistics Structure
M Soda Factory hasn’t separately set up any logistics division yet at present, and its logistics
businesses are under the charge of the competent departments respectively, including: supply &
sales companies, import & export companies, transport service center, logistics branches, and etc.

3.1.1.2 Specific Logistics Business Operation Mode
M Soda Factory currently self-runs, in combination of partial outsourcing of, a series of logistics
activities, including purchase of raw materials, sales of finished products, recovery and reuse of
garbage. M Sosa Factory has no logistics management departments to independently and uniformly
coordinating and allocating logistics resources, and the logistics management functions are
undertaken by the production, procurement and sales departments. Please refer to the below text for
the specific logistics management mode.

3.1.1.2.1 Operation Mode of Supply Logistics Business
M Soda Factory’s supply logistics business roughly includes procurement and transport of raw
materials and spare parts, and loading, unloading and moving of raw materials and spare parts after
entry into factory but before into warehouse, as well as processing of the logistics information
throughout these procedures. And the purchase & transport business of all raw materials and spare
parts are undertaken by the supplier, while the loading, unloading and moving of the same are
outsourced namely, M Soda Factory is responsible for implementing loading, unloading and
moving business, while the sub-contractor is responsible for executing the same.

3.1.1.2.2 Operation Mode of Production Logistics Business
M Soda Factory’s production logistics business is of the major logistics activity, including:
warehousing, managing, and feeding of raw materials, and manufacturing, packing, warehousing
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and managing of finished products, and moving, warehousing and transporting of finished
production within factory, and warehousing, loading, unloading, moving and allocating of spare
parts. The logistics operation mode of these logistics businesses is shown in Table 6-1.
Table 3-1: The Operation Mode of Soda Factory’s Production Logistics Business
Logistic Chain

Logistics Business

Production
Logistics

Warehousing Management of Raw
Materials
Feeding of Raw Materials
Packing of Finished Products
Warehousing For domestic trade
management For foreign trade
of finished
products
warehousing transport of finished
products within factory

Warehousing For
supermarket
management operation
of
spare For non-supermarket
parts
operation
In-factory allocation of spare parts

Loading, unloading and moving of
spare parts

Existing Logistics
Operation Mode
By self- operation

Remarks
Completely
organized
and
executed
by
enterprise itself

By self- operation

Combination of
self-operation and
outsourcing

By supplier
By self- operation
By
users
(allocation mode
is exercised)
By self- operation

Businesses
involving
manual
operation will be
outsourced,
while
mechanized
operation will be
self-operated
Warehousing
management of
spare parts under
supermarket
operation mode
is to be taken
charge by the
supplier

3.1.1.2.3 Operation Mode of Sales Logistics Business
M Soda Factory’s sales logistics business mainly includes: loading, unloading and moving of
finished products before delivery, and sales and transportation thereof. M Soda Factory presently
adopts the operation mode combining self-operation and general outsourcing for loading, unloading
and moving the finished products, i.e. M Soda Factory is responsible for organizing and executing
the loading, unloading and moving for the mechanized works, while those involving large manual
operation are to be outsourced. Transporting finished products by road is generally taken by clients,
while that by railway is arranged, loaded and dispatched by M Soda Factory; for special transport
tasks, railway department will be authorized for execution; if finished products are to be
transported by ocean, the general outsourcing mode will be adopted, i.e. M Soda Factory will take
charge of organizing the same, with transport business will be outsourced.

3.1.1.2.4 Operation Mode of Reverse Logistics Business
M Soda Factory’s reverse logistics business mainly includes loading, unloading, moving,
warehousing, managing, selling and transporting a variety of wastes. Since it is simple to
warehousing and managing wastes, there’s no high requirement on storing conditions. Therefore, M
Soda Factory takes charge thereof by itself; while loading, unloading and moving thereof will be
outsourced, and M Soda Factory will only be responsible for organizing the same; generally, the
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sales and transport business are taken charge of by clients.

3.1.2 Analysis on Existing Problems in M Soda Factory
Factory’’s Current Logistics
Management Mode
With the rapid progress of the economic globalization, change of enterprises’ external market
competition environment, and popularization of enterprise supply chain management concept, the
logistics structure and traditional operation mode (self-operation) adopted by M Soda Factory
gradually expose defects and disadvantages, for example:

3.1.2.1 The existing logistics management mode results in inability to concentrate on its core
competitiveness – improvement of production technique, management of production and operation,
and expansion of sales market.

3.1.2.2 Too much attention is given to the making, purchasing and maintaining of warehousing
devices, loading & unloading facilities, transporting and allocating tools, which occupied additional
funds and increased investment risk, and is also not good for lifting the enterprises’ capacity to
compete in the market and to properly handle the market risks.

3.1.2.3 Low specialization of logistics operation gives rise to logistics operation inefficiency,
relatively high cost and bad logistics service.

3.1.2.4 Decentralized logistics management easily causes unreasonable allocation of enterprise’s
logistics resources, low utilization ratio thereof, and severe repeated construction.

3.1.2.5 Such logistics operation mode renders it impossible for enterprise to dynamically track
activities and management costs and to timely find problems existing in the logistics management,
and thus to improve management of logistics system and to reduce the logistics operation costs.

3.1.2.6 Traditional logistics management mode is no longer appropriate for M Soda Factory under
the context of supply chain integration.

3.1.3 Necessity and Significance of M Soda Factory Logistic
Logisticss Management Mode
Transformation
Logistics system is necessary for enterprises’ continuous production and operation activities, and
sound logistics system must be based on highly efficient and reasonable logistics management
mode. Only suitable logistics management mode can form highly efficient logistics system.
M Soda Factory’s existing logistics management mode came into being in 1980s during its
development. Effect and limitation of concepts, systems, technologies, development space and
other factors result in out-of-date of logistics facilities, gross operation inability and low
management, seriously interrupting the improvement of logistics operation efficiency and
reduction of logistics operation cost. If re-build or expand M Soda Factory on the existing site, not
only necessary development space cannot be seen, but also large removal workload, high cost and
difficult execution will be involved. Hence, this is just the best time for M Soda Factory to choose
again a reasonable and highly efficient modernized logistics management mode against existing
defects and for future development. Further, since the market competition becomes intense, M Soda
Factory is required to improve its product market competitiveness, whereby to survive in such a
fierce market.
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3.2 Optimizing Design of M Soda Factory
Factory’’s Logistic Management Mode
3.2.1 Positioning Choice of M Soda Factory
Factory’’s Overall Logistic Mode
Logistics is not the core business of M Soda Factory, and it may not be the decisive factor which
affect the success of the plant, however, the plant is still has an intimate relationship and high
dependence with logistics activities. The quality of logistics activity can have a great effect on the
success of a plant; on the other hand, M Soda Factory’s logistics contains a lot of types and the
plant has inconsistent operation and management capabilities to them. Based on the above two
considerations, M Soda Factory cannot take a certain mode of operation of the logistics, an
integrated logistics model should be taken.
Based on the analysis of the internal and external logistic environment of M Soda Factory and the
development trend of modern logistics, from the long-term development perspective, under the
current conditions that the third-party logistics market is not yet mature, M Soda Factory should
learn from the successive experience of other domestic enterprises, use the market mechanisms
flexibly to carry out various forms of business cooperation, in the full use of the existing logistics
resources and integration of external social logistics resources to improve and enhance the level
and effectiveness of logistics management. Therefore, it is recommended that M Soda Factory use
integrated logistics mode which is the combination of self-enterprise logistics business model,
logistics outsourcing model and League mode in the near future. The logistic outsourcing in this
stage is mainly a general agreement, assisting with depth League outsourcing and joint ventures
management, but with the expansion of business and social development of third-party logistics
market, M soda plant should gradually expand the scope of business of logistics outsourcing,
enhance the depth of outsourcing cooperation, and ultimately make the most logistics outsourcing,
transforming a small number which is still fit for self-management logistics to a high-level model,
that is, carry out the integrated logistics mode which stripped off logistic system of the enterprise.
The logistics outsourcing in this stage is mainly a depth union outsourcing. The factors that
influencing the choice of M Soda Factory’s overall logistics model are shown in figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 The Key Factors That Affect Selection of M Soda Factory’s Logistics Mode

It’s inappropriate to outsource logistics
businesses closely related to enterprise
production and operation

Logistics non-enterprise
core businesses; some
logistics businesses play a
vital in enterprise success

Development trend
of social logistics

Comprehensive
logistics mode by
combining
selfoperation
mode,
general outsourcing
mode and logistics
alliance is recently
adopted
Expansion
of
enterprises’
production scale and increase in
logistics
management
experiences

Enterprises’
inconsistent
capability in operating and
managing logistics businesses

Market competition
face goes intense

enterprises

Comprehensive logistics
mode is to be adopted in
the long run, in which
major businesses are
under logistics alliance,
with partial thereof under
high-level self-operation
mode.

3.2.2 Schemes for Selection of M Soda Factory
Factory’’s Logistics Business Operation
Mode
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Logistics operation mode of M Soda Factory’s logistics business may be determined one by one
with the method proposed in Chapter Five (logistics business operation mode of manufacturing
enterprises). Limited by the paper length, only the typical one among M Soda Factory's all logistics
business activities will be selected for detailed demonstration analysis.

3.2.2.1 Subject Selection of Demonstration Study
Logistics business activities of M Soda Factory mainly include: warehousing; loading, unloading
and moving; transporting, allocating, packing, and logistics information processing, among which
road transport of finished products is the most important. At present, 70% of M Soda Factory’s
finished products are delivered to the destination by road transport. In addition, as the market
competition goes intense, more attention is put on the road transport of finished products. Ways on
how to provide clients with highly efficient, low cost and quality road transport service have been
explored, sot to grasp good position in such an intensely competitive market. Consequently, it’s
typical to take road-transport logistics business operation mode as an example for analysis in this
article.
Recently, M Soda Factory exercises the mode in which the clients are to be held responsible for
regarding road transport of finished product, i.e. clients pick up goods by self arranging vehicles.
Such mode brings inconvenience to M Soda Factory in terms of management, and also in the long
term, such mode is inconsistent with enterprise’s clients-centralized development strategy.
Therefore, high requirements on enterprises’ control of road transport will be lifted; road transport
of finished product currently adopted is obviously unsuitable for enterprise long term development,
hence it’s advised M Soda Factory to move to another place and to change the management mode
from clients-responsible road transport to M Soda Factory-responsible road transport, so finally to
achieve goal of providing clients with improved, convenient and much lower cost logistics service.
From the text, we notice by analysis that three types of logistics operation modes are available for
selection by M Soda Factory, i.e. self-operation, outsourcing and logistics alliance. The most
suitable mode may be selected by analytical hierarchy process (AHP).

3.2.2.2 AHP-based Study on Road Transport Business Logistics Operation Mode
Selection
3.2.2.2.1 Establishment of Comprehensive Evaluation Index System
To select the logistics operation mode for road transport business by APH, it’s a must to first
establish the corresponding comprehensive evaluation index system. To obtain objective and
comprehensive evaluation results as practical as possible, current conditions of M Soda Factory's
road transport business are best shown when selecting evaluation index for this study, whereby to
build the comprehensive evaluation index system for road transport business from logistics cost,
sustainability, logistics service and flexibility. Details are shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: The Evaluation Index System of Road Transport Business Logistics Operation Mode
Selection
Ⅰ-Grade Index
Logistics cost

Ⅱ-Grade Index
Investment cost of facilities and eq
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Meanings
Including basic building costs, purcha

uipment
Logistics operation cost

Logistics transaction cost

Sustainability

Environmental-protection grade

logistics service

Learning capability
Employee qualification
Client satisfaction
Logistics operation level

Flexibility

Correction capability
Risk resistance capability
Sensitivity to time
Information system level

se cost, etc.
Including warehousing cost, transport
cost, and loading, unloading and
moving cost, etc.
Including logistics management cost
and logistics business organization
cost
Capability to recover and reuse
products; environmental pollution
degree
Ability to improve logistics technique
Business
ability
of
logistics
practitioners
Satisfaction degree to logistics
service quality clients receive
Ability to provide high quality
logistics service
Ability to timely correct any fault
Ability to provide stable logistics
service
rapid response ability to logistics
system
Logistics informationization level,
including operation excellence of
hardware

3.2.2.2.2 Hierarchical Structure Mode for Building Target Problems
This evaluation is to determine reasonable logistics operation mode for M Soda Factory’s road
transport business, and three types of operation mode are available: self-operation, outsourcing and
logistics alliance. The most suitable mode may be selected by analytical hierarchy process (AHP).
The optimal logistics operation mode can be determined by comprehensively such three available
options. The hierarchical structure mode for building target problems is shown in figure 3-2 by
hierarchical analysis method.
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Figure 3-2: The Evaluation Index System

C1 Equipment Investment
ost
B1 Logistics Cost

C2 Operation Cost
D1 Logistics Selfoperation
C3 Transaction Cost

Comprehensive
Evaluation Index
of AXX Soda
Factory’s Road
Transport
Logistics
Business
Operation Mode
Selection

B2 Sustainability

C5Environment Level
C6 Employee Qualification

B3 Logistics Service

C7 Client Satisfaction

D2
Logistics
Outsourcing

C8 Logistics Operation Level

B4 Flexibility

C9 Correction Capability
D3 Logistics Alliance
C10 Risk Resistance Capability

C11 Sensitivity to time

C12 Information System Level
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3.2.2.2.3 Weight Calculation of Indexes
Judgment matrix of each layer may be determined according to the actual study and conditions
known from discussion by related persons in charge of the enterprise (see the below):

(a) Judgment Matrix A-B
A
B2
B2
B1
1
7
B2
1/7
1
B3
1/5
3
B4
1/5
3
λmax=4.233,Cl=0.076,RI=0.9CR=0.084＜0.1

B3
5
1/3
1
1/3

(b) Judgment Matrix B1-C
B1
C1
C1
1
C2
2
C3
1
λmax=3,C10

C2
1/2
1
1/2

C3
1
2
1

(c) Judgment Matrix B2-C
B2
C4
C4
1
C5
3
λmax=2,C1=0

C5
1/3
1

(d) Judgment Matrix B3-C
B3
C6
C7
C6
1
1/5
C7
5
1
C8
3
1/3
λmax=3.036,C1=0.018,RI=0.9CR=0.031<0.1

C8
1/3
3
1

(e) Judgment Matrix B4-C
B4
C9
C10
C9
1
1/3
C10
3
1
C11
5
3
C12
5
3
λmax=4.2,C1=0.066,RI=0.9CR=0.073<0.1

C11
1/5
1/3
1
1/3
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B4
5
1/3
3
1

C12
1/5
1/3
3
1

We may notice from the above calculation results that CR is less than 0.1, indicating pass of
consistence test. Weight of indexes can be obtained by further computation (see Table 6-3).

ⅠGrade Index
Logistics cost

Sustainability

Logistics service

Flexibility

Table 3-3: The Weight of Evaluation Index
Weight
Ⅱ-Grade Index
0.63
Equipment cost
Operation cost
Transaction cost
0.06
Environmental
protection level
Learning ability
0.20
Employee
qualification
Client satisfaction
Logistics
operation
level
0.11
Correction capability
Risk
resistant
capability
Sensitivity to time
Information
system
level

Weight
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.11
0.63
0.26
0.07
0.15
0.50
0.28

3.2.2.2.4 Evaluate indexes under each logistics operation mode according to the
evaluation standard
Comprehensively evaluate indexes according to the actual study and conditions known from
discussion by related persons in charge of the enterprise, and uniformly process index scores
thereafter. Please refer to the appendix for results.

-Grade Index Score under Logistics Operation Modes
3.2.2.2.5 Calculation of Ⅰ-Grade
Calculate Ⅰ-Grade Index score according to weight of n-grade index and by referring to results of
consistency processing of index grading result. Calculation results are shown in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: The Scores of The Ⅰ-Grade Index
D D1
D2
B
B1
B2
B3
B4

0.1592
0.2225
0.1196
0.4016

0.5322
0.2508
0.6335
0.4227

D3
0.3086
0.5267
0.2469
0.1738

⑥ Determine Final Score of Each Logistics Operation Mode
Final score of each logistics operation mode can be determined according to the weight of Ⅰ Grade index of each item. Calculation results are shown in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5: The Final Score of Each Logistics Operation Mode

Final score

D1
0.1820

D2
0.5235

D3
0.2945

From the calculation results, we may notice that the scheme 2, namely the logistics outsourcing
mode, scores the highest, consequently logistics outsourcing mode is the best choice for M Soda
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Factory’s road transport business.

3.2.2.3 Analysis of Evaluation Results
We may notice from the final evaluation results that logistics outsourcing mode is the best for M
Soda Factory’s road transport business, indicating that it’s possible to provide clients with highly
efficient and quality road transport service by exercising the logistics outsourcing mode and
utilizing available high quality service of third party. In addition, choosing logistics outsourcing
mode also accords the social logistics development trend, in virtue that enterprise may put more
attention on its core competitiveness, and releasing enterprise logistics business is good for the
social logistics development. For M Soda Factory, its core competitiveness is to improve its product
manufacturing process and expand sales market. Outsourcing road transport business may bring
more quality road transport service in one hand and get M Soda Factory focused its attention on
strengthening and developing its core competitiveness in another hand, i.e. using the limited funds
at the right place. Therefore, selection of logistics outsourcing mode by hierarchical analysis is of
reasonableness.

3.2.2.4 Final Determination of M Soda Factory's Road Transport Logistics
Business Operation Mode Selection Scheme
In fact, M Soda Factory is weak in running and managing the road transport of its products for lack
of logistics resources and of operation experiences, which prove that outsourcing mode is suitable
for M Soda Factory's road transport logistics business from another aspect, whereby efficient and
low cost road transport service is available by virtue of social third party. In combination of M
Soda Factory’s overall logistics mode and its actual conditions, it’s possible to determine logistics
operation mode for M Soda Factory’s road transport business. The selection scheme is as follows:
recently, first adopt the general outsourcing mode at the transmit stage, i.e. M Soda Factory will
take charge of organization of road transport business, and provide clients with “door-to-door”
transport service by virtue of social transport resources. With the continuous improvement of such
operation mode, on-going expansion of enterprise logistics scale and development of social
logistics enterprises, it’s possible to completely outsource the road transport of finished products to
qualified third-party logistics enterprises for execution in the long run, namely, deep alliance
outsourcing mode is adopted.

3.2.2.5 Other Logistics Business Operation Mode of M Soda Factory
Short-term and long-term operation mode of M Soda Factory’s other logistics business can be
obtained with the abovementioned analysis method. Please refer to Table 3-6 for conclusions.
Table 3-6: The List of Logistics Business Operation Mode of M Soda Factory
Logisti
cs
chain

Logistics business

Current logistics mode

Supply
logistic
s

Transport of raw
materials
Loading,
unloading
and
moving of raw
materials

By supplier
By outsourcing
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Shortterm
logistics
Operation
mode
advised
By
supplier
By
combinin
g
outsourci
ng
and
selfoperation

long-term
logistics
operation
mode
advised
By
supplier
By
combinin
g
deep
alliance
and selfoperation

Remarks

Selfoperation for
mechanized
works

Product
ion
logistic
s

Purchase
and By supplier
transport of spare
parts
Warehousing and By self-operation
management
of
raw materials

Feeding of Raw
materials
Packing
of
finished products
Warehous For
ing
dome
managem stic
ent
of trade
finished
For
products
foreig
n
trade

Sales
logistic
s

By self-operation

By combining
operation
outsourcing

Warehousing
management
spare parts

Supermarke
t operation
Nonsupermarket
operation

By selfoperation
(simulate
market
trading)

By selfoperation
(consider
logistics
system
outsourci
ng mode
if
possible)
By deep
alliance
outsourci
ng

By selfoperation

selfand

By
supplier
By selfoperation

In-factory
allocation of spare
parts
Loading,
unloading
and
moving spare parts

Self-pick
up
(no
allocation is executed)

Loading,
unloading
and
moving of finished
products

By self-operation and
outsourcing

Transpor
t
of
finished

By outsourcing

Railwa
y
transpo

By
supplier

By
outsourci
ng

warehousing
transport
of
finished products
within factory

of

By
supplier

By self-operation
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By
combinin
g
selfoperation
and
outsourci
ng
By
combinin
g
outsourci
ng
and
logistics
alliance

By
combinin
g
outsourci
ng
and
logistics
alliance
By
combinin
g
selfoperation
and
general
outsourci
ng
By joint
venture

By deep
alliance
outsourci
ng
By deep
alliance
outsourci
ng

Outsourcing
is
inappropriate
for
productionclosely
related items

Selfoperation for
mechanized
works

By
combinin
g
deep
alliance
outsourci
ng
and
logistics
alliance
By
combinin
g
deep
alliance
outsourci
ng
and
logistics
alliance

Logistics
alliance for
spare parts
suitable for
VMI
management

By deep
alliance
outsourci
ng

Self
operation for
mechanized
businesses

By joint
venture

Joint
operation
with railway

products

rt
Road
transpo
rt
Marine
transpo
rt
Port
transpo
rt

Revers
e
logistic
s

departments
By clients

By outsourcing

By outsourcing

Loading,
unloading
and
moving of garbage

By general outsourcing

Warehousing
management
wastes

By self-operation
of

Sales and transport
of wastes

By clients

By
general
outsourci
ng
By
general
outsourci
ng

By deep
alliance
outsourci
ng
By deep
alliance
outsourci
ng

By
general
outsourci
ng
Selfoperation

Establishi
ng
separate
logistic
enterprise

Refer
to
outsource
businesses to
XX-affiliated
company for
operation

Not
high
requirements
on
waste
warehousing
management
technique

By
general
outsourci
ng

3.2.3 Evaluation of M Soda Factory
Factory’’s Logistics Operation Performance
3.2.3.1 Establishment of Logistics Operation Evaluation Index System
To scientifically and accurately reflect operation condition of enterprises’ logistics system, it’s
required to periodically assess its logistics operation performance. For M Soda Factory, the first
thing to do is to establish reasonable evaluation index system according to the purpose of its
logistics operation performance evaluation, then assess the actual operation conditions by
reasonable evaluation methods, and finally take corresponding measures based on the evaluation
results. M Soda Factory’s logistics business activities mainly include warehousing activity,
transport activity, and loading, unloading and moving activity, as well as the information flow
therein. Therefore, the logistics operation performance evaluation index system as shown in Table
6-7 can be worked out based on the principles of scientificity, completeness, purposiveness,
feasibility, and combination of responsibility, power and interest.

Table 3-7: The Evaluation Index System of Manufacturing Enterprise Logistics Operation
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Performance
Evaluation Index

Index Statement
Warehousing
ton cost
Inventory
turnover ratio

Manufacturing
enterprises’
logistics
operation

Warehousing
activity

Transport
activities

performance
evaluation
index
system

Loading,
unloading
and moving
activities

Information
activities

Goods defect
ratio

Keeping cost
level
Fund occupation
of inventories
Timely
completion of
delivery
Safety degree of
keeping

Warehouse
utilization ratio

Warehouse
utilization ratio

Timely delivery
ratio

Index Measuring
Method
Warehousing fees/total
quantities of goods
(Sales volume/total
value of goods) ×100%
(timely deliveries/total
value of goods) ×100%
(Total losses/total value
of goods) ×100%
Actual inventory
volume/total inventory
volume)×100%

Transport fee level

Transport fees

Timely transport
ratio

Timely completion of
transportation

Full load ratio

Transport tool
utilization ratio

Transport loss ratio

Transport safety
degree

Loading,
unloading and
moving

Cost of loading,
unloading and
moving

Timely completion
ratio

Timely completion
conditions

Damage and loss
ratio of goods
during operation

Operation quality

Information
sharing level

Information network
excellence degree

Information
accuracy

Accuracy of
information flow

Information timely
ratio

Timely extent of
information flow

Information
system level

Operation excellence
of hardware and
software
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(total transport
fees/gross sales)×
100%
(timely deliveries
/total deliveries)×
100%
(actual loading
volume/carrying
capacity)×100%
(total losses/total
value of delivered
goods)×100%
(Cost of loading,
unloading and
moving/total cargo
volume)×100%
(timely completion
times/total times)×
100%
(total losses/total
goods value)×100%
Professional scoring
method
(in consideration of
enterprise
information network
hardware and
software facilities)
(accuracy times/total
information accuracy
times)×100%
(timely times/total
times of information
activity)×100%
Professional scoring
method

Flexibility

sustainable
development
capability

client
service
quality

Response ability to
quantity change

ability to meet
clients’
individualized
demands

sensitivity to time

rapidly response
ability

capability to
accept new
technologies

adaptive capability

waste recycling
ratio

pollutants processing
capability

re-learning ability

capability to accept
new technologies

(available
volume/clients
required volume)×
100%
(timely provided
quantity/total
quantities clients
requests)×100%
(application times of
new
technologies/total
technical methods)
×100%
(recycled waste
volume/total waste
volume)×100%
professional scoring
method

service quality
satisfaction

service quality

by survey

timely correction
handling ratio

service speed

(timeliness
times/total times)×
100%

The above index system can be summarized into: financial index and non-financial index. From the
financial index, we may see the overall expenditures of M Soda Factory’s actual cost and financial
income of its logistics operation mode, etc.; while from the non-financial index, we may get further
understanding of M Soda Factory obtained logistics service quality, service level and logistics
operation efficiency. These indexes can be divided into quantitative index and qualitative index.
The former may be obtained by the usually recorded data or by processing the usually recorded
data; while the latter can be obtained with professional scoring method for later quantization
convenience.

3.2.3.2 Application Example Analysis of Principal Component Analysis in
Enterprise
Enterprise’’s Logistics Operation Performance Evaluation
As M Soda Factory's logistics system so planned and designed has not been implemented yet, and
lack of corresponding data, it’s impossible to evaluate and analyze enterprise's new logistics system
operation performance. To specify the application of principal component analysis in the
enterprise’s logistics operation performance evaluation, we hereby evaluate and analyze the
operation performance of M Soda Factory’s existing logistics system.
Building of M Soda Factory’s logistics system started later than that of other enterprises involving
in the same industry, and also its logistics system is not the best. Hence, when choosing the logistics
target evaluation standard, M Soda Factory is advised to choose the benchmark standard to
evaluation, whereby it's possible to compare enterprise logistics system of M Soda Factory with
that of other domestically typical Soda Factory A, B and C. From the comparison results, M Soda
Factory may get clear look at its advantages and disadvantages, so to take corresponding measures.
Author had investigated such three soda factories for several times during the project, and also
obtained related information and data. Basic conditions of logistics operation index of each factory
can be got by analyzing and sorting such information and data. Please refer to Table 6-8 for specific
values.

Table 3-8: Basic Information of Logistics Operation Index of Each Soda Factory
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Evaluation Index

Warehousing
activity

Transport
activity

Manufacturing
enterprises’
logistics
operation
performance
evaluation
index system

Loading,
unloading
and moving
activity

Information
activity

flexibility

Sustainable
development
capability
Client
service
quality

Warehousing ton
cost (Yuan)
Inventory
turnover ratio
Timely delivery
ratio
Goods defect
ratio
Warehouse
utilization ratio
Transport fee
level
Timely transport
ratio
Full load ratio
Transport loss
ratio
Loading,
unloading and
moving ton cost
(Yuan)
Timely
completion ratio
Goods damage
ratio during
operation
Information
sharing level
Information
accuracy ratio
Information
timely ratio
Information
system level
Response ability
to quantity
change
Sensitivity to
time
Adaptive
capability to
accept new
technologies
Waste recycling
ratio
Re-learning
ability
Service quality
satisfaction
degree
Timely correction
handling ratio
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XX Soda
Factory

Soda
Factory
A

Soda
Factory
B

Soda
Factory
C

88

52

70

80

0.85

0.9

0.88

0.8

0.74

0.88

0.82

0.7

0.008

0.005

0.006

0.01

0.95

0.93

0.89

0.85

0.31

0.18

0.21

0.26

0.65

0.85

0.74

0.58

1.1

1

0.95

1.2

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.04

45

10

15

48

0.75

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.07

0.04

0.05

0.08

55

75

70

50

0.65

0.85

0.8

0.55

0.6

0.8

0.75

0.5

60

80

75

65

0.75

0.85

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.88

0.85

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.85

0.7

0.8

0.95

0.88

0.75

75

85

80

70

0.8

0.9

0.88

0.7

Notes: data in this table is obtained by computing and processing the original data.

NOTES: data in this table is obtained by computing and processing the original data.
Among the abovementioned indexes, certain indexes are negative, for example: warehousing ton
cost, warehoused goods defect ratio, transport fee level, transport loss ratio, loading & unloading &
moving ton cost, goods damage ratio during loading & unloading & moving operation, indicating
the higher the index data is, the lower the logistics system will be. To ensure consistence of all
indexes, use the inverse of this type of negative index data for computation when the principal
component analysis method is applied, whereby positive correlated indexes could be available, so
to ensure the reasonableness of the evaluation results. After modifying data in the above table, carry
out calculation according to the steps specified by the principal component analysis methods.
Related results are shown in Table 3-9 and Table 3-10.
Table 3-9: The Middle Calculation Result

Evaluation Index

warehousing
activities

manufacturing
enterprises’
logistics
operation
performance
evaluation
index system

transport
activities

loading,
unloading and
moving
activities

information
activities

warehousing
ton cost
(Yuan)
inventory
turnover ratio
timely
delivery ratio
goods defect
ratio
warehouse
utilization
ratio
transport fees
level
timely
transport ratio
full load ratio
transport loss
ratio
loading,
unloading and
moving cost
(Yuan)
timely
completion
ratio
goods defect
ratio during
operation
information
sharing level
information
accuracy ratio
information
timeliness
ratio
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first principal
component

second
principal
component

third principal
component

0.3654

0.4392

0.1923

0.0609

0.0647

-0.0549

0.1310

0.0219

-0.0189

0.3815

0.1325

-0.0536

0.0244

0.2486

0.0499

0.2755

05167

0.1031

0.2103

-0.0892

0.0596

-0.1131

0.0875

0.3561

0.3422

-0.4067

0.6940

0.2777

0.1181

-0.0452

0.0885

0.1998

0.0435

0.4043

0.0473

0.0826

0.2402

0.0154

-0.2025

0.2407

-0.1187

-0.2508

0.2588

-0.1277

-0.2697

flexibility

sustainable
development
capability

client service
quality

information
level
response
ability to
quantity
change
sensitivity to
time
adaptive
ability to
accept new
technologies
waste
recycling
ratio
re-learning
ability
service
quality
satisfaction
correction
handling
timeliness
ratio

0.1534

0.2029

-0.0319

0.0483

0.1645

0.1174

0.1816

0.0103

-0.2162

0.3144

-0.0353

-0.2137

0.0817

-0.2200

-0.0054

0.1329

-0.0417

-0.0063

0.3050

-0.0733

-0.0134

0.3317

-0.1629

-0.1918

Table 3-10: The Final Calculation Result
manufacturer
XX Soda Factory
Weifang Soda Factory
Tangshan Soda
Factory
Zunyi Soda Factory
principal component
contribution ratio (%)

first principal
component
-0.4774
0.944

second principal
component
-0.2453
0.0081

third principal
component
0.0078
0.1326

0.3193

0.0559

-0.2097

-0.786

0.1814

0.0693

91.8737

4.8084

3.318

Upon analysis, contribution ratio of the first principal component plus that of the second principal
component reached 68%, which meet the higher-than 85% requirement.
Therefore, only by computing the score of first and second principal component can fully represent
logistics operation level of each soda factory. Upon calculation, scoring of the first and second
principal component of each soda factory and logistics operation level rating thereof are shown in
Table 3-11.
Table 3-11: The Evaluation Result of Logistics Operation Performance

Score of First
Principal
Component
Score of Second
Principal
Component
Total Score of
Principal Compo

XX Soda Factory
-43.86

Soda Factory A
86-73

Soda Factory B
29.34

Soda Factory C
-72.21

-1.18

0.04

0.27

0.87

-14.04

86.77

29.60

-71.34
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nent
Rating

3

1

2

4

3.2.3.3 Analysis of Evaluation Results
We may notice from the evaluation results that M Soda Factory’s logistics system operation level
ranks the third, indicating certain gap exists in logistics system when compared with that of other
enterprises involving in the same industry, especially with Soda Factory A, which upon analysis
may be attributable to the high cost and low informationization of M Soda Factory’s existing
logistics operation mode; the evaluation results also indicate there’s huge potential for
improvement of M Soda Factory’s logistics system: enterprise’s market competitiveness can be
further strengthened by lifting its logistics operation level with correct measures. By comparing and
analyzing the logistics operation index scoring of each soda factory and contribution ratio of each
principal component, M Soda Factory stands out for its poor informationization and warehousing
operation, and also there's great gap when compared with soda factory A and B, further indicating
informationization and warehousing operation are the key for M Soda Factory’s future reformation.
To sum up, the overall logistics system of M Soda Factory is relatively low, which is far behind that
of other domestic counterparts. Later reformation will target at improving enterprise logistics
informationization level, optimizing enterprise logistics organization, and adjusting logistics
operation mode of transport activities, warehousing activities, as well as loading, unloading and
moving activities, especially the warehousing activities.

Chapter 4 Conclusioin and Prospect
4.1 Thesis Research Conclusion
The task of this thesis is mainly reflected in four aspects: first, analyze in detail the current
situation and the development trend of our country's various logistics modes; second, analyze in
detail and in depth the connotations, the advantages and disadvantages, and the subject range of
various logistics modes to choose from; third, study in depth the corresponding problems of
manufacturing companies' choice of logistics management modes from three aspects; fourth, case
analysis. The core of this thesis is to explain the third problem, i.e., from the decision made on
logistics business operational modes, the design of enterprise logistics institution and the
establishment of enterprise logistics operational performance system to talk about the problems
companies should lay emphasis on when they are choosing logistics management modes. Through
these studies, the following conclusions can be made:

4.1.1 The rational and correct choice of logistics management modes is the prerequisite of the
formation of companies' highly efficient logistics system and the choosing of logistics
management is the core of enterprise logistics strategy, so the corresponding problems of the
choosing of enterprise logistics management modes is one of the most important problems that
need to be solved in the development of companies' logistics. This thesis has launched a study on
the problems related to manufacturing companies' choosing of logistics management modes both
in theoretical and practical ways, whose conclusions can provide references for our country's
manufacturing companies' logistics management mode reform.

4.1.2 The key to the manufacturing companies' choosing of logistics management modes lies in a
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rational and correct choice of companies' logistics operational modes in every stage. Thus, this
thesis uses Analytic Hierarchy Process to guide companies to choose correctly and rationally
logistics operational modes.

4.1.3 Manufacturing companies should design different logistics institutional forms, in order to
adjust to the development trend of enterprise logistics, and effectively start companies' various
logistics activities. This thesis comprehensively considers companies' logistics operational modes,
companies' logistics development level and other factors, then designs logistics institutions of two
different forms.

4.1.4 Only by the test of logistics operational performance can people know clearly the
enterprise's logistics development conditions, know the advantages and disadvantages of the
enterprise's logistics system, find out problems and provide related basis for the leaders' decisionmaking. Thus, the establishment of logistics operational performance test system is one of the
problems needs to be focused on. This thesis had done some research on this point.

4.1.5 The overall level of the manufacturing companies' logistics in our country is not high,
which is profoundly manifested in the fact that companies' logistics management modes are not
suitable for the development of the companies themselves. The main reason is that in today's
companies, mature logistics management modes choosing measures and thinking systems have not
been formed yet. Based on this, this thesis put forward a new way for the manufacturing
companies' choosing of logistics management modes, i.e., from the decision made on logistics
business operational modes, the design of enterprise logistics institution and the establishment of
enterprise logistics operational performance system to explain how companies can choose
logistics management modes. With specific real cases analysis, this thesis has demonstrated the
practicability and operability of this way of thinking and means.

4.2 The deficiency and Prospect of The Thesis
In the writing of this thesis, I can deeply sense that the companies' logistics level of our country's
is in great need of improvement. In the development of manufacturing companies' logistics in our
country's, there still remain a lot of problems to be researched on and talked about and this thesis
is far more than enough. I only hope that the research result of this thesis can throw a sprat to
catch a whale. In the end, due to my little talent and learning, the deficiency of this thesis still
needs to be studied on and talked about.

4.2.1 My research on the problems related to manufacturing companies' choosing of logistics
management modes is not complete and penetrating enough since this thesis only focuses on three
aspects. For the choosing of companies' logistics management modes, there still exist a lot of
problems such as the choosing of logistics partners, the prevention and control of companies'
operational risks.

4.2.2 Since for a long time, no perfect logistics statistics system has been set up, in related
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quantitative researches, logistics statistics data is far from enough. In common cases, such data is
gained by the experts' quantifying of those indexes that can not be calculated, which has affected
the accuracy of the computational result to some extent. In future researches, information
gathering should be paid more attention to, in order to make the research result more scientific,
more rational and of more practical value.

4.2.3 Due to the lack of data, this thesis hasn't analyzed the operational performance of
companies' new logistics system, but only evaluated that of today's logistics system. Since the new
system is not operable, the evaluation of the operational performance of the newly designed
logistics system should be carried on in future researches.
The above-mentioned problems and deficiency need to be carried on in my future learning, which,
at the same time, put forward a new question for me to research on. In general, currently, both at
home and abroad, the researches on the problems related to manufacturing companies' choosing of
logistics management modes is at the initial stage, lacking mature theoretical systems. Though in
this thesis, a large amount of energy and time is used for the perfection of this thesis, the current
achievement is just a small step farther than the previous researchers. Thus, constant exploration
and creation are essential in my future studies.
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